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26 February 2013 
 
Sean Cornall 
Inquiry Manager 
Global Radio – GMG Radio Merger Inquiry  
Competition Commission 
Victoria House 
Southampton Row 
London WC1B 4AD  
 
Dear Mr Cornall 
 
Thank you for the formal opportunity to respond to the Competition Commission’s Provisional 
Findings into Global Radio’s completed acquisition of GMG radio.  
  
We have identified one factual error: 
  
Footnote 4 (at the bottom of page 4) is factually inaccurate and should be deleted.  Self-
evidently the assertion that it had been ‘customary’ for any shareholder with more than a 50 
per cent stake to sell down their shares to remain below the 50 per cent level cannot be true, 
as this situation had never occurred previously during RadioCentre’s existence.  Indeed, we 
have found no evidence to support this assertion in the historical  records of either AIRC 
(The Association of Independent Radio Contractors) or CRCA (The Commercial Radio 
Companies association), the two earlier organisations  that were the forerunners of 
RadioCentre. Indeed as AIRC/CRCA was a company limited by guarantee the question of 
transfer of shares did not even arise. 
  
In fact, the only evidence we can find of any historical share transfers within industry bodies 
was in June 2005 for the Radio Advertising Bureau (a year before RadioCentre’s creation) when 
Capital Radio sold a small shareholding to each of Scottish Radio Holdings and Guardian Media 
Group. []
 
Clearly, formal City reporting circumstances are different today as the UK radio sector now has 
only one major public company, UTV.  As you will be aware, Global Radio has reported its 
shareholding in industry bodies in its annual submission to Companies House and – of course – 
those shareholdings have already been discussed in your provisional findings. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
 

 
 

Andrew Harrison 
CEO 

    


